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"The power of beauty influencer marketing continues to
grow, with women flocking to social media for tutorials
and product reviews. Most women follow beauty
influencers to learn more about trends, and the use of
influencers can shorten the learning curve while
minimizing the risk often associated with buying beauty
products online."
- Alison Gather, Beauty & Personal Care Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Women follow a wide array of beauty influencers
Entertainment is a leading attribute, but honesty is also important
Beauty tutorials appeal to the experimental nature of young women
Personal networks are the leading influencer discovery method
Beauty influencer collaborations can strategically increase brand sales and awareness
Functional categories drive social media purchases
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Anti-influencers such as @esteelaundry work as watchdogs
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Figure 20: Repertoire analysis, types of beauty influencers, by age, December 2018
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Engaging, honest content resonates with beauty consumers
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Women aged 18-34 trust social media for beauty advice
Figure 27: Reasons for following beauty influencers, by social media, 18-34-year-olds, December 2018
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Tutorials are the key reason women follow influencers
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Social media is a viable purchase driver across beauty and personal care
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